The class action law suit Annie Adams et al -Southern New York, 12-cv-07461, claims that banks increased 6-months USD LIBOR rates on first business days of a month in order to take advantage of mortgage holders due to inflated reset rates on the mortgages. The claims do not seem to be supported by the data. While some point estimates are correct as claimed in the law suit, the claimants do not account for random fluctuation in the LIBOR rates. Standard statistical analysis suggests that the observed differences in means are well within typical fluctuations in the data. Moreover, as some people argue that banks were artificially lowering LIBOR rates in order to make them look financially stronger in the crisis of 2007/2008, that effect would actually help the claimants as it would lower their reset mortgage rates.
Money for Nothing…: A Case Study of Financial Class Action Litigation
In a recently filed 1 class action law suit 2 (Annie Adams et al -Southern New York, 12-cv-07461), mortgage holders claim that USD 6 months LIBOR rates were systematically raised on the first business day of the months between January 2000 and February 2009. Given the possible size of the class (some 100,000 claimants, as stated by the lawyer according to the Financial Times (2012)) and the potential damages (some thousands of dollars each, same source), we arrive at some $500,000,000 in total damages. If the lawyers' take on that is a quarter to a third 3 , they would pocket some $125 to $167 million.
But do the numbers add up? An easy check is the size of the damages: given the size of the alleged violation (2 basis points = 2 percent of a percent = 0.0002) and a typical mortgage 4 of $200,000, even over the whole 9 year period, damages would only amount to $360 per mortgage and not several thousand dollars. Using the highest value mentioned (7.5 basis points over 18 months), we arrive at only an additional $225 per mortgage (with some small double counting of 2 basis points over 18 months).
In a curiously short part of the lawsuit (paragraph number 64 out of a total of 192) the claims are being laid out: month rates on the first business day of each month are, on average, more than two basis points higher than the average LIBOR 6 month rates throughout the Class Period.
[2)] Additionally, from August, 2007 through February, 2009 , the [USD] LIBOR 6 month rates on the first business day of each month are, on average, more than seven and onehalf basis points higher than the average LIBOR 6 month rates.
[3)] Finally, the [USD] LIBOR 6 month rates on the first business day of each month are, the great majority of the time, higher than the five-day running average of the [USD] LIBOR 6 month rate surrounding the first business day submissions throughout the Class Period."
Data
In order to check the claims, I use the USD 6-months LIBOR as obtained from The third hypothesis is in a better position to deal with dependence since here first business days are being compared to averages across the surrounding five business days.
[3] The law suit does not specify how to calculate such averages so I detail the three possible versions relative to the first business day of each month with the reference 0:
[3a] -3, -2, -1, +1, +2 day averages months. This can hardly be called "larger in the great majority of the time", as formulated in the law suit. Again, we are concerned that this could have happened just by chance.
Thus, we test again, using a paired t-test which takes into account the potential dependence of the samples.
where is the average of LIBOR rates on all first business days ( for averages of days surrounding the first business days), the sample of LIBOR rates on all first business days ( for averages of days surrounding the first business days), and n is the number of observations.
The t-statistic for case [3a] is -0.15 with a p-value of 0.56, thus indicating that the LIBOR on first business days is even lower than on surrounding non-first business days. For case [3b], the t-statistic is 0.79 with a p-value of 0.22. For case [3c], the t-statistic is 0.94 with a p-value of 0.17. As all p-values are well above 0.05, we cannot reject that the differences in means are simply due to random fluctuations. The claim that a surrounding five day average is in most parts higher than the rate of the first business day is not supported by the data.
In conclusion, the class action law suit Annie Adams et al -Southern New York, 12-cv-07461 is not supported by standard statistical analysis of the data.
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